Reliable as the parts we sell, GLINAR Global Spare Parts Network – the union of vessel part suppliers, established in 2006 by leading high quality experts in fleet management, shipbuilding and ship repair as a joint venture of three companies and operates all over the world. From the very beginning company inherited and gradually expanded a range of services provided to the client and was completed with certified specialists. We provide genuine and O.E.M. high quality spare parts for our clients worldwide, within short periods at competitive prices working directly with spare parts manufacturers without mediators. We carry items in our storages daily to be able to fill emergency and last minute orders. The best service is our value. Strategically situated storages in Korea, Europe and Brazil are our goal to provide JIT deliveries to meet our client’s requirements with the utmost precision and flexibility. All parts are outgoing a thorough quality check before shipment and we provide warranties for delivered goods. We offer spare parts consolidation and repacking for your convenience.

GLINAR can assist your business by organizing and providing consulting and engineering services in the field of project management, will carry out independent inspections of vessels’ technical condition and thickness measurements worldwide at competitive prices.
In addition we provide insurance broker services.

GLINAR is certified according ISO 9001:2008 quality standards, thereby our team aspires to provide the highest level of quality services.
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ENGINES AND SPARE PARTS

DEUTSCH

DIESEL Bergen: B33:45; B32:40; C25:33;
GAS Bergen: C26:33; B35:40;
Bergen: KG -4series

Bergen K Engine: KRG-6, KRMB-8,
KRMB-9, KVGB-12, KVGB-16, KVM

Bergen B Engine: BRM-6, BRM-8, BRM-9,
BVM-12

Bergen L Engine: L, LD, LDG-6, LDG-8

PERKINS

Aux. S70 Series, 4-7006PA, 4150PA,
4209PA, 4227PA, 4-903M, 4-1104M,
415002M, 6700M, BT30PA, 3012,
4006, 4008, 4012, 4016, 705 Series,
Commercial M 130C, M185C, M150T,
MAN B, M 26C, M90C, M10C,
Linus: M135, M250

KOBE DIESEL

LIEC3 to LIEC8 Series

WEIHE DIESEL

Low speed: AR, BE, VT Series
Medium speed: ARH, HK, HLX Series
High speed: M, HX, FX Series

MAN

MAN License: L35MC6, S35MC7,
M and MUH Series; LA, LH and LH-
L Series

CAT

34xx, 35xx, 36xx, C7, C12, C280,
C32, D Series

DETROIT DIESEL

Auxiliary engines: D2866 Series;
D2876 Series; D2840, D2842 Series

EY22, N18, N21, M200 etc. Types AX; A; KE; AH; U; UE; LSE; LS II

DAIHATSU DIESEL

PS – PSM CS – DSM,
DR – DRM, DL – DLM,

KOBE DIESEL

WEIHE DIESEL

Low speed: AR, BE, VT Series
Medium speed: ARH, HK, HLX Series
High speed: M, HX, FX Series

HANSIN DIESEL

Man License: L35MC6, S35MC7,
M and MUH Series; LA, LH and LH-
L Series

WARTEK License: RT-flux,
RTM Series
Plastic license: PC Series

CAT

34xx, 35xx, 36xx, C7, C12, C280,
C32, D Series

DETROIT DIESEL

Auxiliary engines: D2866 Series;
D2876 Series; D2840, D2842 Series

EY22, N18, N21, M200 etc. Types AX; A; KE; AH; U; UE; LSE; LS II

DAIHATSU DIESEL

PS – PSM CS – DSM,
DR – DRM, DL – DLM,

KOBE DIESEL

WEIHE DIESEL

Low speed: AR, BE, VT Series
Medium speed: ARH, HK, HLX Series
High speed: M, HX, FX Series

HANSIN DIESEL

Man License: L35MC6, S35MC7,
M and MUH Series; LA, LH and LH-
L Series

WARTEK License: RT-flux,
RTM Series
Plastic license: PC Series

CAT

34xx, 35xx, 36xx, C7, C12, C280,
C32, D Series

DETROIT DIESEL

Auxiliary engines: D2866 Series;
D2876 Series; D2840, D2842 Series

EY22, N18, N21, M200 etc. Types AX; A; KE; AH; U; UE; LSE; LS II

DAIHATSU DIESEL

PS – PSM CS – DSM,
DR – DRM, DL – DLM,

KOBE DIESEL

WEIHE DIESEL

Low speed: AR, BE, VT Series
Medium speed: ARH, HK, HLX Series
High speed: M, HX, FX Series

HANSIN DIESEL

Man License: L35MC6, S35MC7,
M and MUH Series; LA, LH and LH-
L Series

WARTEK License: RT-flux,
RTM Series
Plastic license: PC Series

CAT

34xx, 35xx, 36xx, C7, C12, C280,
C32, D Series

DETROIT DIESEL

Auxiliary engines: D2866 Series;
D2876 Series; D2840, D2842 Series

EY22, N18, N21, M200 etc. Types AX; A; KE; AH; U; UE; LSE; LS II

DAIHATSU DIESEL

PS – PSM CS – DSM,
DR – DRM, DL – DLM,

KOBE DIESEL

WEIHE DIESEL

Low speed: AR, BE, VT Series
Medium speed: ARH, HK, HLX Series
High speed: M, HX, FX Series

HANSIN DIESEL

Man License: L35MC6, S35MC7,
M and MUH Series; LA, LH and LH-
L Series

WARTEK License: RT-flux,
RTM Series
Plastic license: PC Series

CAT

34xx, 35xx, 36xx, C7, C12, C280,
C32, D Series

DETROIT DIESEL

Auxiliary engines: D2866 Series;
D2876 Series; D2840, D2842 Series

EY22, N18, N21, M200 etc. Types AX; A; KE; AH; U; UE; LSE; LS II

DAIHATSU DIESEL

PS – PSM CS – DSM,
DR – DRM, DL – DLM,
PUMPS AND MECHANICAL SEALS

GARBARINO

Pompe

High quality Original, O.E.M., Alternative standard and specific mechanical seals, rubber and metal bellow seals, PTFE bellow seals and cartridges, for all types of pumps, designed for all types of pumped materials.
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CRAWLER CRANE  DECK CRANE  GANTRY CRANE  LADLE CRANE  MOBILE HARBOUR CRANE  OFFSHORE CRANE  OVERHEAD TRAVELING CRANE

Anchors, blocks, bollard and cleats, capstans, levels, chocks, fairleads, quick release hooks.

Marine doors, windows, hatches

Valves, fittings, winches, actuators
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BALLAST WATER TREATMENT SYSTEM

In order to prevent microbes present in discharged water from disrupting the ecosystem, the International Maritime Organization (IMO) established the Ballast Water Management Convention in 2004 which makes it mandatory for ships with a total tonnage of 400t or more to install a ballast water treatment system.

STX MS offers BWTS systems for your fleet from different Asian manufacturers with the advantage of Filtration and UV irradiation, the most environmentally friendly and optimally designed solution for every kind of vessel to install and operate.

THE LEADER OF MODERN SHIPBUILDING

Glinar is an approved sole agent of STX MS for the Baltic States. Our highly skilled specialists participated in projects that build, maintain maritime, river, oil and gas fleet, shipbuilding and energy businesses worldwide, including sensitive regions. Innovative technology, professionalism in every detail, individual approach to each customer allow us to say that our clients receive quality service at the best prices.

Flexible policy in decision-making and mobility of Glinar makes it possible to reduce the time of projects coordination.

WE INVITE YOU TO COOPERATE WITH US—WE PROVIDE QUALITY, TIME AND COST SAVINGS
SERVICES

SURVEY

Glinar Global Spare Parts Network highly qualified specialist having long-term experience on vessels and ship management companies, as members of Vessel Classification Societies provide survey services.

Glinar specialists are working in the surveyor services market for 20 years in accordance to international standards. Our expert can travel to any location worldwide to carry out independent inspections and consult in the field of vessel purchase, sales and repairs.

Glinar GSPN is co-operating with insurance companies and vessel classification societies in the field of hull construction and ultrasonic thickness measurements.

REPAIR

Certified emergency repair team, with more than 20 years of working experience in shipbuilding and ship repair companies offers high quality repair of the main and auxiliary engines, marine auxiliary machinery, repair of hull structures in the dock and afloat by reasonable prices.

Our experts will repair ship machinery to ensure the safety and profitability of the vessels anywhere in the world. We hold disassembling and assembling works directly on board, but in some cases ship machinery may require repair in metalworking and assembly shops, or in specialized shop. Specialists also provide testing and repair of valves and cargo systems.

Our team of highly skilled professionals will restore functionality of marine auxiliary machinery like power generator sets, compressors, pumps, steering gears and other ship machinery.

Propeller & Rudder shafts repair
Repair of main / auxiliary diesel engines
Repair of pumps, separators, compressors
Installation of the equipment inside the engine room
Repair of hull structure
Repair of housings, valves, piping and hydraulic equipment
Installation of deck machinery, anchor devices, grappling devices
Ship crane device repairs

Complete list of repair works for vessels we provide:
- Repair of main / auxiliary diesel engines
- Repair of pumps, separators, compressors
- Installation of the equipment inside the engine room
- Repair of hull structure
- Repair of housings, valves, piping and hydraulic equipment
- Installation of deck machinery, anchor devices, grappling devices
- Ship crane device repairs
SERVICES

DRILLING

GLINAR Global Spare Parts Network is supplying offshore and land drilling platforms, drilling vessels with high quality spare parts. We make sure that your operations are run on time and your costs are minimized. We care for both personnel involved and environmental issues and our spare parts go through expert evaluation and strict quality control before shipping to lower critical safety situation probability. All of our equipment correspond to governmental and safety regulations.

CLIENT RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT AND GLINAR BRAND BUILDING

GLINAR Global Spare Parts Network is building up GLINAR band and high quality spare parts recognition by exhibiting or taking part at the best marine, offshore, drilling and supplier exhibitions worldwide. We are happy to present our company to new clients and we value all of our loyal customers!

GLINAR management is sociable. We participate in important discussions and summits around the world. We are concerned about environment and marine safety. Join us on twitter, linked in and facebook to get updates on our news, to check our promotional videos and presentations we post to be aware of our superstore offers and observe how we develop and change our strategy taking all our client preferences in account.
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GLINAR Turbo Ltd. is active in the field of turbocharger services. The premises of the company are located at Port of Riga and include a modern workshop, as well as a fully organized spare parts warehouse, which allows the easy and fast worldwide shipping of turbocharger spare parts.

Experience, high expertise, professionalism, consistency and accountability are some of the principles that permit to the company to offer high quality products and value-added services to customers. The staff of GLINAR Turbo Ltd. consists of experienced, certified professional technicians and engineers who are available 24 hours a day, 365 days a year at any place around the world.

**SERVICES**

- Turbocharger Service
- Overhauling
- Retrofit
- Retrofit with TM87-X and TM180
- Turbocharger Spare Parts Repair
- Welding – Reblading
- Dynamic Balancing
- Production – Manufacturing
- Foundry
- Spare Parts Stock
- After Sales Services

**LOGISTICS**

Delivery of cargoes from Europe, USA, Asia, Russia.
Minimal delivery time of the cargos.
Delivery of cargoes by “door to door” system (delivery + customs clearance).
Continuous monitoring of cargo movement.
Cargo pick-up from your address within 1-3 days.
Selection of optimal logistic schemes of cargo delivery.

Transportations organization:
- Multimodal transportation
- Any kind of transport (sea, road, air)
- Development of an optimal supply chain
- Logistics optimization by time/cost
- Delivery “door to door”

Customs clearance
- Optimization of customs payments
- Preparation and approval of the documents
- Customs Clearance Services
- Customs clearance on the Russian Federation, Europe
- Checking of the execution of customs procedures
- Calculation and organization of customs payments
- Preliminary check of the complex documents

**ABOUT US**
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We are grateful for choosing
GLINAR Global Spare Parts Network
as your supplier of High quality Genuine and OEM spare parts for your
vessels at competitive prices from our stocks in Latvia, Poland and South Korea.
Spare parts and systems that are currently not in stock will be ordered promptly to
meet our customers' needs and will be delivered in time. Our logistics network will
deliver ordered goods to any address around the world upon your request.

UK: (+44) 203-734-83-54  
RU: (+7) 499-709-76-31  
USA: (+1) 617-982-13-60  
EU: (+371) 263-806-29  
BR: (+55) 113-042-21-02

Inquiries: info@glinar.com  
Marketing: marketing@glinar.com  
Consulting: technical@glinar.com  
Logistics: logistic@glinar.com
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